Abstract -An investigation into the solution dependence of a conjugate heat transfer computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of a synchronous generator, with respect to meshing, has been carried out. Utilising CFD as a tool for investigating the airflow and thermal performance of electrical machines is increasing. Meshing is a vital part of the CFD process, but its importance is often misunderstood or overlooked in the context of electrical machine analyses; partly due to the relative mesh independency of the finite element analysis (FEA) numerical method. This paper demonstrates how a relatively complex, aircooled generator CFD model can be considerably influenced by changes in the mesh. Flow rate, velocity and windage effects are assessed as a function of the mesh adopted. Mesh changes have been shown to affect the mass flow rate through a single vent by up to 55% and the associated heat transfer coefficient by 128%.
I. INTRODUCTION
arge electrical machines often feature core cooling vents to reduce the high thermal resistances to cooling surfaces. The air vents increase surface area and shorten conduction paths to the cooling flows [1, 2] . Vents are particularly effective for cooling machines with long core lengths, as they may be used to target hotspots, which are otherwise difficult to remove with a non-vented cooling arrangement. Improved airflow and thermal analysis directly increases machine efficiency [3, 4] . However, the design of venting an electrical machine core is not straightforward, as they displace active material, re-distribute flow and contribute to additional windage losses.
Understanding the impact of introducing vents and their design is very difficult through common electrical machine thermal design tools such as finite element analysis (FEA) or lumped parameter thermal networks (LPTN). Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) allows airflow analysis of electrical machines with conjugate heat transfer modelling of both fluid and solid regions [5] .
A conjugate heat transfer CFD model was created to investigate rotor and stator vent cooling. The model was set up to enable parametric adjustments to the vent sizes and positions and for solving with conjugate heat transfer. To enable a detailed study to be undertaken, the components modelled were simplified down to a core-only section, which was limited to the axial extent of the rotor and stator laminations and this was surrounded by fluid. It was observed that the solution in a vented machine model was highly mesh dependent. Parametric changes were made to the mesh distribution in four particular regions encompassing the airgap as well as the rotor and stator vents. These were found to have a specific impact on the solution.
CFD has been commonly been used for airflow modelling of electrical machines for around 15 years [2, 6, 7] and it is becoming more utilised for conjugate heat transfer modelling [8, 9] . Conjugate heat transfer modelling may be used to simultaneously solve conductive and convective heat transfer through neighbouring solid and fluid regions, respectively [10] . Meshing of these models is important in CFD, as solutions are highly mesh dependent [10, 11] . This paper demonstrates the particular importance for the meshing of highly complex electrical machine models such as those incorporating core vents.
Accurate thermal solutions require accurate airflow modelling. Whether CFD is being used to model only flow, to extract heat transfer coefficients to be implemented in LPTN or FEA modelling [5] , or for integral conjugate heat transfer analysis [12] , the correct airflow model is required as the foundation for the thermal model. CFD modelling of electrical machine airgap regions is well understood. The flow in this area is complex due to the narrow channels with often blended boundary layers. Heat transfer can be challenging to determine using correlations for narrow channels, due to the dependency on flow regime, non-uniform flow profiles, significant entrance and exit losses and complications caused by rotational effects [13] . A core with rotor and stator vents poses a particular modelling challenge, due to the high number of flow paths. The delicate balance of the pressure distributions which dictate the flow can be affected by inaccuracies in the model setup. This has been shown to be affected by mesh distribution.
Whilst mesh refinements have been discussed in the context of electrical machines [14, 15] , they have not been demonstrated on a realistic, complex machine topology including core vents in a conjugate heat transfer scenario.
The cases presented in this paper demonstrate variations in the solution caused only by changes in the mesh. The geometry and solver setup, including boundary conditions, remained constant for all cases. The highlighted changes were selected due to their significance in the context of thermal management of electrical machine design. This work Stator and Rotor Vent Modelling in a MVA rated Synchronous Machine P. H. Connor, C. N. Eastwick, S. J. Pickering, C. Gerada, R. Rolston L is a robust verification looking at mesh sensitivity, rather than a validation. This paper demonstrates the importance of studying mesh independency as part of the CFD process, which should be routinely carried out. Only after this process should the CFD model be compared to experimental data for validation. The meshing detail presented here is in the context of a conjugate model, which is highly constrained by the high number of fluid and solid geometrical bodies. However, the data presented in this paper is from an airflow-only solution of the model.
II. CFD METHODOLOGY
The four main stages of the CFD process are geometry creation, mesh generation, solving and post-processing. These stages are inter-related which demands an understanding of all elements and their co-dependency. An overview of the methodology for each stage is described in subsequent sections below. Particular focus has been made on describing the important meshing regions which have been identified as having a particular effect on obtaining an accurate solution, as explained in the introduction.
The commercial CFD code 'ANSYS Fluent V15' [10] was used for the CFD presented in this paper. 'ANSYS Workbench' was used to manage the large number of CFD mesh manipulations and solution runs.
Whilst the study presented here was academic by nature, a constraint of the work was that the computational capabilities had to reflect those which would typically be utilised in industry. This was to ensure the findings from this investigation remained industrially relevant and may be immediately implemented into industrial thermal analysis and design practices. The PC used for all CFD processes had quad core, I7, 3GHz CPUs running hyper-threading and 24GB RAM.
A. CFD Geometry
A typical synchronous generator comprises the main exciter, rotor and stator core and fan components which are enclosed within a casing in a single-ended ventilation arrangement. However, it is currently too computationally expensive to create a full 360° conjugate heat transfer model, at the physical size of MW rated machines, for use as a design optimization tool for the vented flow system. Figure 1 shows the simplified 45° sector vented core geometry used for this work, which was created in ANSYS Design Modeller. The simplified geometry comprises a generic shaft, rotor and stator core with surrounding fluid regions. The periodic, simplified geometry reduces cost and enables a more in-depth investigation into the impact of vent sizing and mesh parameters.
There are upwards of 20 radial stator and 20 radial rotor vents within this model. Stator vents are produced by parting laminations. The rotor and stator vents are both sized to total 8% of the axial core length. These are separated by 'Ibeams'. These are required in the model due to their influence on the flow and are represented by 'thin' surfaces. Stator vents are frequently spaced along the core length. An axial rotor duct feeds air from the front face of the core through to the rotor's radial 'finger' vents which exhaust cooling air into the airgap. The rotor vents are grouped near the machine's hotspot region.
Generators pose a particular meshing challenge due to the range of dimensions and complex shapes, with narrow gaps of a few millimetres through to large open spaces with length scales two orders of magnitude larger. Figure 2a shows a simplified schematic (reduced vent count) of a section through the domain to highlight the boundary locations.
Further slicing of the geometry, shown in Figure 2b , is required to achieve the high quality of meshing, which is essential for achieving correct airflow results, as well as to allow different physics approaches to be implemented in the appropriate zones. Solid red lines show the positions for cylindrical slicing of the domain, about the central rotation axis. Rotation modelling involved defining a rotating inner and stationary outer domain, separated by the central interface (see red dotted line, Figure 2b ). The two meshing domains enable the relative rotational speeds to be imposed on the various fluid zones. Figure 2b also shows the segregation of the rotor radial vent and inter-vent lamination regions which were required to improve the mesh quality for the simulation. 
B. CFD Meshing
ANSYS Meshing was used to generate the array of meshes within this paper. Creating a mesh which adequately delivers an accurate solution is often an iterative process between the meshing and solving stages. This is due to the mesh's influence on the solution. Narrow passageways in electrical machine rotor-stator airgaps often draw attention due to their complex shape for solving fluid flow, where blended boundary layers may exist and a significant proportion of the heat transfer from components to cooling fluid occurs [4, 16] . For a model with a large number of narrow rotor and stator vents the meshing of these regions is similarly complex and requires detailed meshing attention.
Meshing for CFD does not solely rely on the density of mesh for solution improvement, as may be the case for FEA [9] . In CFD, the mesh distribution must also capture geometrical and flow features as well as turbulence modelling requirements. Turbulence modelling is required to predict the complex turbulent airflow effects found within an electrical machine. The mesh created must conform to the demands of the turbulence modelling being used [11] . The non-dimensional 'y + ' parameter being used to monitor the appropriate use of the turbulence models and to ensure the mesh meets the requirements of the chosen turbulence model [10, 17] .
Hexahedral cells were used in regions of constant cross section, or where a controllable cell distribution was required to resolve the geometry and flow. These regions included the stator laminations, stator-casing channel, airgap, shaft and rotor and stator vents. The rotor lamination and remaining fluid zones were meshed with tetrahedral cells, due to their suitability for growing into the larger, open, regions.
Conformal meshing is employed between all cell zones, with the single exception of the fluid-fluid interface between the rotating and stationary fluid domains (see Figure 2a) . Meshing order is very important for any CFD model with a high number of interacting fluid regions. Furthermore, when conjugate heat transfer is utilised, it is critical.
The mesh was created to enable the cell counts in certain areas to be precisely controlled. Automatic mesh adaption within Fluent helped to pinpoint the most significant regions where the meshing required refinement. However, it was not used for all cases due to its relative inefficiency and tendency to reduce quality and compound errors for repeated mesh refinements. These locations were then targeted for manual mesh refinement due to the repeatability, high quality and accuracy required for this study. Figure 3 shows the four locations which are identified as influencing the flow, through auto-refinement within the solver. The four locations are:
1. Airgap radial cell count. 2. Stator vent axial cell count. 3. Stator vent entry region, radial cell count. 4. Rotor vent axial cell count.
The mesh is subsequently refined in each of these locations to generate the results presented in this paper. A total of 20 meshes with varying levels of refinement in these regions were created. The most refined case has a total mesh count of 22 million cells across fluid and solid zones of the 45° sector. These mesh counts may seem high by comparison to FEA or highly simplified airflow-only CFD models [18] . But, as this work demonstrates, highly refined meshing of narrow channels in combination with conjugate modelling necessitates high cell counts. By adding the conjugate heat transfer solid zones, the mesh constraints increase greatly so the fine mesh extends into the neighbouring solid regions. It is the burden of solving these high cell counts which is the driver for this research; to find how important meshing is with respect to solution quality. End-users may decide to trade computational effort for solution quality. Steady-state rotational modelling is solved using the multiple reference frame (MRF) or 'frozen rotor' technique. Cell zone conditions govern the material, heat generation and rotational properties of the solid and fluid zones. Volumetric heat generation rates represented the iron, stray and copper losses. The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2a , the casing and solid surfaces have the no-slip wall condition set, the inlet is set to a prescribed mass flow and a constant pressure boundary is set at the outlet. Interface conditions on the angular sides of the sector were manually paired to create periodic boundary conditions.
Turbulence modelling utilised the standard k-model with the enhanced wall function. This was used due to its suitability for internal flow analyses, such as those found in a synchronous generator. The enhanced wall function was used due to its suitability for switching between appropriate models for resolving near-wall flows in the narrow airgap and vent passageways as well as employing the wall function modelling for the larger open volumes found within the model geometry [19] .
The additional burden of modelling near-wall flows for accurate modelling of airgap and vent regions caused convergence to require close monitoring. The nondimensional coefficient of moment 'C m ' was monitored for all rotating surfaces as it was found to be the final aspect of the solution to converge. This is due to its reliance on resolving the near-wall flow and viscous shear-stresses. All airflow solutions converged in 24-36 hours.
III. RESULTS
The CFD models were interrogated to identify the ways in which the solution had been significantly affected by only the mesh distribution. The flows in the airgap, stator and rotor vents and stator-casing channel, as well as windage torque, are investigated to identify the meshing effects on these solution parameters.
Values in Figures 4-7 have been non-dimensionalised. The base value for the non-dimensionalisation of the velocity is the rotor tip velocity. The non-dimensional base value for distances across the airgap, stator vent and rotor vents are the respective gap thicknesses. Five flow profiles, at equal axial intervals, were extracted along a line located across the airgap radially from the rotor to stator surface. The flow profiles in the airgap in the axially front and back regions do not change significantly with mesh refinement. Increases in radial cell count across the airgap can help to resolve a more defined velocity profile, but the general flow trend is reasonably predicted. This is also true for the flow in the airgap near stator vents. However, where both rotor and stator vents converge on the airgap the flow mixes in the narrow, highly turbulent region, and the solution shows a higher dependency on the mesh. Figure 4 shows the velocity profile along a radial line through the airgap in this mixing convergent region of the rotor and stator vents with the airgap for meshes with radial cell counts from 4 -30. In this location, a lower number of cells can be shown to suggest a reversal of flow. This will have an effect on the heat transfer into the airgap, vent flow distribution, windage torque, discussed below.
A. Airgap flows
The data shown in Figure 4 suggests that a radial cell count across the airgap of 20 cells would be sufficient to determine the solution as independent of the mesh.
B. Stator Vent Flow
Stator vent flow behaviour was investigated by looking at the mass flow rate through each vent as well as velocity profiles at a number of locations spanning the axial width of each vent. There are key effects on stator vent flows which are caused as a result of changing the cell count across the stator vent in an axial direction.
Different flow complexities were seen depending on the geometrical features which interacted with each stator vent. Figure 5 shows the two types of stator vent discussed below; stator vent type 1 interacts with the airgap and type 2 interacts with the airgap and adjacent rotor vent. The first effect to note is that changes in the cell count across the stator vent can cause the mass flow rate of air passing through an individual radial stator vent row to vary by up to 55%. The associated average velocity in this vent can increase by the same value. The use of a standard convective heat transfer correlation [13] for internal, turbulent flow shows that this change in velocity can cause the predicted heat transfer coefficient to vary by up to 128%.
A second effect to note is the skewed nature of the flow profiles. The mesh effects can be even more significant when looking at a more local level. Figure 6 , which is located at rotor/stator vent and airgap intersection shows skewed flow profiles with higher cell counts where the velocity shows a peak on the right hand side of the profile. It is not just the change in mass flow, but the skewness of the profile which is significant for heat transfer. Here, the increase in cell count across the stator vent alters the peak velocity in the flow profile to move to the right, as well as increasing in magnitude. The peak velocity will cause the heat transfer coefficient to increase, but perhaps more importantly, the heat transfer on the right-hand-side wall will be significantly higher than the heat transfer coefficient on the left-hand-side wall. This demonstrates the value of CFD modelling, in that no other flow modelling method will detect this imbalance. It also demonstrates the care which must be taken when meshing a CFD case. Heat transfer coefficient correlations are not well suited to interrogating the effects of a skewed profile in a narrow channel.
This skew effect is found to be more pronounced further down the machine core's axial length due to the development of the flow profile and the stronger rotational flow direction. For instance in the first vent, shown in Figure 7 , the flow is simpler compared to figure 6 (located further down the core length), here the flow does not have the additional interactions of rotor vents. For this simpler flow case ( figure  7 ) the mesh density in the stator vent has relatively little effect on the flow profile, unlike the flow shown in figure 6. The third effect to note of the impact of the axial cell count across a stator vent is the resolution of the shape of the velocity profile through the vent. This is different from the skewness effects presented in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows how the shape of the profile and the gradient at the wall vary with cell count, even though the profiles are only marginally skewed.
One reason for the noteworthy solution dependence of the mesh in the stator vents is due to the slower flow velocities than are found in the airgap and rotor vents. The delicately balanced flow network of airgap and vent paths is more greatly affected in the stator vent regions with weaker flow which compounds inaccuracies in the evaluation of heat transfer coefficients. 
C. Rotor Vent Flow
The rotor flow was found to be insensitive to cell count once a reasonable cell count to resolve the flow features was attained. Typically the solution can be deemed mesh independent at 10 cells across the axial width of a rotor vent (see Figure 8) .
It is thought that the strong pressure gradient, caused by the rotor pole pumping effect, drives this flow [12] . Mesh insensitivity is due to the strong velocities in the vent causing less chance for recirculation or skewed flows. 
D. Secondary effects
There are two other areas of note with respect to the solution dependency on the mesh:
Firstly, the gap between the stator and casing, commonly known as the stator-casing gap, was observed. Five velocity profiles were investigated at different axial locations across this channel and results were not significantly affected by the changes in cell density in the airgap, rotor or stator vents. This was primarily due to the fact the mass flow rate through the stator-casing gap was two orders of magnitude greater than that through a single vent. The local mass flow rate flow changes through the airgap and vents, due to mesh effects, do not impact the much larger stator-casing channel flow.
Secondly, the total windage torque comprising both the viscous and pressure parts was evaluated on all rotating surfaces. The total windage torque was affected by changes in the cell distribution, primarily in the airgap. Mesh changes across the airgap were found to affect the predicted torque by up to 7.5%. Airgap regions are a well understood contributor to windage in an electrical machine due to the narrow gap with high relative velocities of the rotor and stator surfaces and their blended boundary layers. This airgap is particularly sensitive to mesh effects due to the added complexity caused by rotor and stator vent interactions. The windage was also partly affected by the rotor vent density. The rotor vents can affect the torque by up to 3.9%. The stator vent entry region mesh refinement was found to alter the torque by up to 5.8%. However, the stator vent cell refinement across the vent, in an axial direction, did not affect the torque significantly.
IV. CONCLUSION
CFD is a powerful analysis tool for electrical machine engineers. It has the ability to generate vast amounts of airflow and thermal data in a conjugate environment with a higher resolution than alternative solution methodologies. This paper demonstrates that meshing does significantly affect results. Key geometrical regions which require particular meshing effort to achieve a quality solution are highlighted. Cell counts which performed well for this particular vented case are quantified. However, there are no all-encompassing design rules for meshing recommended as mesh requirements are flow and geometry dependent. Instead, the pragmatic approach to meshing presented within this paper is recommended. The key regions where the solution and geometry are likely to increase mesh dependency should be identified and detailed local mesh independency studies must be carried out for confidence in the solution.
It has been shown that changes in meshing alone for a vented, complex machine topology can affect the flow rate in a single vent by up to 55% and heat transfer coefficient by 128%. The windage prediction may also be altered by up to 7.5%. These changes must be viewed in the context of machine design, for which the CFD analysis is carried out. These solution changes, caused solely by mesh manipulations, may be of a similar order as the improvement margins which are being targeted. For this reason, mesh independency studies are fundamental to the CFD process, to ensure that modelling results in physical design improvements, such as efficiency, lifetime manufacturing costs and effects on electromagnetic performance, are achieved.
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